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Solidarity message to the founding congress
of the NPA (France)
Monday 16 February 2009, by LPP, SHAH Nisar, TARIQ Farooq (Date first published: 6 February 2009).

The founding congress of the French New Anti-Capitalist Party (NPA : Nouveau Parti Anti-
Capitalist) was held February 6-8, 2009. [1]

PAKISTAN

Labour Party Pakistan (LPP)

Dear comrades of the NPA,

Congratulation on holding the first congress of NPA. It is a great occasion not only for the
revolutionary forces and working class of France but internationally. The setting up of NPA with
socialist democratic traditions is a necessary and effective tool to end capitalism.

As the great revolutionary traditions of French masses are general guidelines for people across the
globe, so is this unique and creative experience of uniting all the anti capitalist forces of France in
NPA. This is a 100 percent Left initiative.
We here in Pakistan are trying to build a revolutionary party under very difficult objective
conditions. On one side, fighting imperialist aggression and also combating the cancer of religious
fundamentalism. We are advocating the unity of working class on Marxist ideas regardless of their
religion, cast, color and nationality.

The establishment of a strong anti capitalist party in France is a direct help to the revolutionary
struggles in under develop countries like Pakistan. NPA is just that sort of help and solidarity that is
needed here.

Please accept revolutionary greetings and solidarity from Labour Party Pakistan. Our fight against
capitalism is one and same. Let’s unite to end capitalism.

Workers of the world unite: we have nothing to loose but our chains

Nisar Shah, General Secretary

Farooq Tariq, Spokesperson

Footnotes

[1] For a presentation of the process leading to the NPA congress, see : Pierre Rousset, France :
What is New in the Foundation of a New Anticapitalist Party?
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